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Welcome to Recognita Plus version 5.0

Please  read  the  contents  of  this  file  carefully  because  it  contains  new
information which was not available at the time of printing the User's Guide.
The screens may also look slightly different from those in the illustrations in
the  Guide due to  Recognita  Corp.'s  strong commitment  to  improve the
Recognita Plus software package.

Dynamic verifier:
The dynamic verifier window can be removed from screen and temorarily
disabled by clicking on it or by pressing the Esc key. This does not turn off
the Dynamic Verifier option in Options/View. It  can be enabled again by
clicking anywhere in the recognized text or by pressing the Esc key again.

Context menus:
Context menus can be called up not only by right clicking in the different
panes  of  the  Recognita  Document  window  but  also  by  the  standard
Shift+F10  key  combination  and  the  context  menu  key  on  Windows
compatible keyboards.

Output to Excel:
If  the  Retain  Page  Breaks  option  is  turned  on  in  Output  Formatting
Options/Document, the pages of the document will be placed on separate
sheets.

Keyboard combinations:
Ctrl+A selects all the text on the current page.
Ctrl+Y performs the Redo command.

User’s Guides:
The text versions of the User’s Guides are available in text format on the
distribution CD of Recognita Plus. The primary goal of this is to make them
available for reading by the blind.

Brightness slider:
This has been modified to allow a brightness setting to be given also when
scanning grayscale or color, because some scanners may provide darker
or  lighter  images  with  their  default  brightness  value.  That  means  the
indication GRAY and COLOR will not appear on the slider in the toolbar.
The b/w, gray and color scanning modes are indicated on the toolbar by a
small icon at the right end of the brightness slider. The indicators AUTO and
TWAIN continue to appear.



Please check out our web-site at  www.caere.com/recognita  to see the
latest additions or changes to the list of supported scanners and lots more
information.

For further information please contact us:

Recognita Corporation
Budapest, Váci út 141.
H-1138, Hungary

Letters: H-1550 Budapest, P.O.Box 210, Hungary
Tel.: (36 1) 452-37-00
Fax: (36 1) 452-37-10
Web page: www.caere.com/recognita

Technical support: (36 1) 452-37-06
Email: support@recognita.com
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